Abstract-This paper presents a multi-functional capacitive sensor that is developed to improve the worker safety during the industrial human-robot interactions. The sensor is to be mounted on the worker and used to maintain a safe distance between the workers and robots or automotive parts moved by the robots. The response of a capacitive proximity sensor is a function of the distance to an object as well as the dielectric/conductance and geometry properties of the object. This uncertainty can lead to a wrong distance estimation or possibly a missed detection. The presented approach alleviates this issue by implementing three sensing capabilities including distance measurement, motion tracking, and profile recognition in a single platform. The presented sensor employs a capacitive sensing element coupled to reprogrammable interface electronics. The sensing element features a matrix of electrodes that can be reconfigured to various arrangements at run-time by controlling the interface electronics to obtain a more detailed perception of the ambient environment. Quantitative regression models are built to seek out distances while an adaptive classification tool based on support vector machines is employed to recognize the surface profiles. The performance of the sensing modalities has been experimentally assessed. Experimental results are provided to demonstrate that the system is able to detect a metallic object at distances of up to 18 cm with high resolutions, track its motion, and provide an estimate for its shape.
I. INTRODUCTION
T HE past few decades have brought about a tremendous rise in the envisioned potential of robotic systems and a significant increase in the number of proposed applications. In the industrial area, with the increasing demand for adaptability, flexibility, and reusability, a robot-assisted but human-guided manufacturing process has proven to be superior to full automation, and hence, encouraging close cooperation between humans and machines [1] . Nevertheless, until today, there exists a notable lack in the "cooperation" between workers and robotic manipulators: the machine "intelligence" is quite limited or even unable to avoid collisions that can be dangerous to the involved humans. For years, both research [2] and industrial [3] communities have strived to improve the collaboration safety. To reduce the possibility of the collisions in an unstructured environment, a safety algorithm needs to be in place to supervise the surroundings using monitoring devices to ensure safety through motion replanning or triggering of the power brakes of the robotic manipulators based on the location and trajectory of objects with unplanned routes (e.g., a human worker).
An intuitive and widely available approach is using video cameras. The location of an object is monitored in the image plane as it moves around a scene so that the trajectory of a machine can be adjusted based on this object-centric information. However, tracking objects using visual methods can be restrictive due to various reasons including the limited field of view, dependence on light intensity, partial and full object occlusions, and real-time processing requirements [4] . Although the robustness and occlusion tolerance has been improved in [5] by building a triple stereo vision system using three cameras, the cost of adding extra cameras and real-time monitoring is high. As alternatives to cameras, noncontact proximity sensors become critical components in precollision planners. Some of the state-of-art sensing principles of operation include infrared radiation (IR) [6] , inductance [7] , and capacitance [8] . Each technology has its advantages and disadvantages related to physical effect exploited for measurement. A high-performance IR proximity sensor is presented in [9] , though it has 360 degrees all around sensing capability, it has problems with light-absorbing and mirroring surfaces as IR sensors rely on reflections for measurement. Inductive sensors are useful for inspection applications as they provide highly-precision measurements. However, short detection range and limited range of detectable materials prevent inductive sensors from being used where there are safety concerns. Another group of proximity detectors is capacitive sensors, which offers a cheap, robust, and flexible way of prototyping and implementing sensor systems for human-robot interaction [10] . The challenge of using capacitive sensors is they are susceptible to errors due to variations in shape, size, and material of the objects. Despite these challenges, capacitive sensing scheme offers a less expensive and reliable alternative for industrial safety objective [11] .
Recently, many safety applications have been demonstrated based on capacitive proximity sensing; the measured distances are used to build warning systems [12] , [13] . Despite the considerable amount of research on capacitive collision alarming systems, the study on collision avoidance under ondeterministic conditions where robots have to sense and react to safety violations is quite limited. A close approach would be indoor positioning and human tracking [14] , however, such systems tend to employ large electrodes and perform at quite low speed. Explorations on object tracking have been demonstrated previously by our group [15] , [16] . This work utilizes the capacitive sensing principle and focuses on alleviating the issue of ambiguity in measurements.
This paper presents a tri-mode capacitive sensor which can provide distance measurement, parallel motion tracking, and shape recognition for industrial human-robot interaction safety applications. Instead of just detecting the presence of an object, the quantitative distance can be derived by the sensor for regulating the operation of a robot. The purpose of estimating the parallel motion trajectory is to reduce the possibility of shutting down the machine due to false alarms. Profile recognition in this proposed scenario is to classify the object into few pre-set categories, where each category stands for an object with a given shape located at a specific distance. All the functionalities are achieved with a matrix-shaped sensing architecture, which can be configured to generate multiple electric fields in order to mesh and monitor the industrial workspace. The sensory information is fused for statistical regression and Support Vector Machine (SVM) classification at the intermediate level of data processing. The developed hardware and method can also be applied to application areas outside of manufacturing safety.
This paper begins with a brief overview of the background physics and implementation of capacitive proximity sensing in Section II. This leads to Section III where a detailed explanation of the sensor operation protocol and suitable data processing methodologies are provided. Finally, evaluation results are provided in Section IV before moving to discussing and concluding remarks in Section V.
II. CAPACITIVE PROXIMITY SENSING

A. Capacitance Measurement
Capacitive sensing is based on the interaction between an object and an interrogating electric field which is created between a transmit electrode and a receive electrode. Smith aggregated works performed using capacitive proximity sensors at MIT Media Laboratory in the 1990s and categorized capacitive proximity sensors into three groups, namely transmit mode, transmitter loading mode, and shunt mode [17] . Among these modes, the so-called shunt mode is a threeterminal measurement, where neither the transmitter nor the receiver is in contact with the object [18] . When an object enters the electric field produced by the transmit electrode, the displacement current as well as the capacitance between transmit and receive electrodes decrease [19] . Using the shunt mode sensing, it is possible to create numerous virtual sensors while having a manageable number of electrodes based on different transmitter-receiver configurations. Moreover, the shunt mode detection can be used in combination with multiplexing methods allowing parallel accesses to multiple transmitters at the same time. An electrode matrix which can perform various shunt mode measurements is adopted as the basic architecture of our designed capacitive proximity sensor. Penetration depth is one of the most important figures of merit used to estimate the performance of capacitive sensors. It indicates how quickly the electric field decreases as the distance of the object to the sensor increases. Though there is no explicit formula, one way to evaluate effective penetration depth is to measure the distance at which the capacitance difference to asymptotic (i.e., sample infinitely far from the sensor) value equals to 3% of the difference between the highest and the lowest values [20] . Penetration depth is roughly proportional to the spatial wavelength λ, which is defined as the distance between the centerlines of neighboring electrode groups of the same type (e.g. transmitter or receiver).
In this work, a 2D array of electrodes are used to create different transmit/receive configurations with different penetration depths. The fabricated sensor can be mounted either on the robot side or on the worker's garment with a typical application scenario illustrated in Fig. 1 (a) . The high-flexibility of our proposed matrix-structure, whose cross-sectional view is shown in Fig. 1 (b) , makes it possible to arrange electrode connections in order to achieve variable penetration depths. Fig. 1 (b) illustrates that sensor penetration depth increases with larger spatial wavelength, and spatial wavelength can be easily modified by using different connection schemes in the proposed sensing system. More detailed evaluation and comparison of different electrode configurations are investigated and presented in Section IV.
B. Hardware Implementation
When designing shunt mode capacitive sensing systems, one major factor that has to be considered is the geometry. The potential electrode layouts include simple straight wires, plates, and complex multidimensional structures. More complicated structures are always optimized for specific tasks such as finger detection [21] . In the typical scenario of proximity detecting, the attention is placed on different electrode sizes, separations, and covering a large area [22] . In this work, square-shaped copper plates are used for each electrode.
The tri-mode sensor is designed to obtain information by measuring mutual capacitance between selected transmit and receive electrodes. Any pair of coplanar electrodes within the matrix can be used to generate a fringing electric field. The total number of independent measurements between two single electrodes is expressed as M = N(N-1)/2, where N is the number of electrodes. There could be more measurements when taking multiple electrodes alignments into consideration. For this work, a 4 × 4 electrode matrix yielding 16 independent electrodes is selected as the basic configuration. It meets the functional requirements in the context of this work with an acceptable complexity at the same time.
In principle, calculating mutual capacitance is an application of ordinary electrodynamics with impedance constraints and specific boundary conditions [23] . That makes it difficult to build a theoretical model that can respond to real measurement. An estimation given by Chen and Luo in [24] suggests that mutual capacitance is determined by geometrical parameters with the electrode separation being the most dominant one. Reducing the electrode separation results in higher sensitivity but shorter linear detection range. Whereas increasing the perimeter of each electrode has a similar effect to decreasing the separation, but with less impact. With the entire electrode matrix area being restricted to 65 × 65 mm 2 in order to fit the sensor on a piece of working garment, a combination of different spacing and separation was studied using finite element method. The size of each electrode is finally chosen as 10 × 10 mm 2 with the separation of 5 mm to achieve the best tradeoff between detection range and linearity.
One of the major limitations when utilizing capacitivebased sensors is their sensitivity to interference. Adding a backplane under the sensor substrate is proven in [25] to be helpful in avoiding the undesired detection form the back-side of the sensor. However, as the backplane is placed close to the electrodes, it forces most of the electric field to be concentrated within transmitter/receiver and itself. Consequently, capacitance changes caused by approaching objects will drop dramatically. In our design, another 4 × 4 electrode matrix is introduced to neutralize this side-effect. This matrix is placed in between the sensor layer and the backplane, with each electrode being driven by the same excitation signal as its corresponding electrode. This active shielding layer blocks the formation of the sensor-to-backplane parallel-plate capacitor so that the fringing electric field will be reinforced. To further enhance the isolation effect, every active shielding electrode is designed to have a slightly larger area than sensing electrode. The electrode matrix and magnified cross-section view close to the sensor cell array are depicted in Fig. 2 
(a).
The sensing system is composed of a four-layer printed circuit board (PCB), a field programmable gate array (FPGA), and a capacitance-to-digital (CDC) chipset. The top three layers of the PCB serve as carriers for sensing matrix, active shielding matrix, and backplane shielding. Two analog switch matrix chips (AD75019 from Analog Devices) and required supplementary electronic components are fabricated on the bottom side. The switch chips are used to create desired connections within sensing and active shielding electrode matrix, respectively. Any or all of the switch matrices' input terminals can be programmed to connect to any or all of its output terminals [26] . This feature ensures each electrode can be independently controlled to serve as a transmitter, receiver, or ground plate. This way, various virtual capacitors can be formed to finely mesh the surrounding area. The switch matrices are controlled by the FPGA which generates timing and switching signals.
To obtain the capacitive responses, an AC signal is applied to the transmitter and the mutual capacitance is determined by measuring the displacement current on the receiver side [27] . AD7746 CDC chipset manufactured by Analog Devices is acquired to conduct a comprehensive study on capacitive sensing performance. The chip kit is used to achieve capacitance measurement, quantize the measured capacitances, and exhibit results in terms of both capacitance values and digital strings via its standard communication interface [28] . Its sampling rate is set as 90.9 Hz, which means the time consumed for one single measurement is 11 ms. Ultimately, measured data is stored and processed on an external computer. The block diagram of the system is shown in Fig. 2 (b) .
III. TRI-MODE OPERATION
The designed sensor has 16 independent sensing electrodes, providing many possible configurations to generate the fringing electric field. Selecting the most suitable connection patterns for each of the functionalities plays a significant role in the application of the sensing system. Three prototypes can be implemented in the sensing matrix to cover the three application domains: distance measurement, parallel motion detection, and surface profile recognition. In this section, detailed operation protocols and corresponding data processing methodologies will be explained. Fig. 3 demonstrates all the sensing configurations used in this work in the form of matrices; each letter represents the connection of each electrode, and electrodes with the same letter are connected.
A. Operation Prototypes
Penetration depth that determines detection range is an intrinsically important factor when employing the system as a proximity sensor. Among different electrode connection patterns, three extreme configurations as illustrated in Fig. 3 (a) are chosen to compare the effect of the fringing electric field: Type I represents a comb electrode structure which generates three fringing electric fields between alternate electrode strips, whereas Type II only has one by grouping the electrodes into two equal halves [29] . In addition to these two classical structures, a third pattern Type III that utilizes only the two most remote electrode strips as transmitter and receiver have also been explored. Type III is selected as a promising candidate as it generates the largest spatial wavelength λ. Capacitance responses from all of the three configurations to different object-sensor distances were measured and recorded, and quantitative analysis was performed to compare them.
More attention is paid to the movement direction in the scenario of parallel motion tracking, whereas the absolute vertical distance is of secondary interest. Thus, the trajectory history of the target object has to be analyzed continuously. In this context, parallel movement assumes an object moves parallel to a reference axis with low deviations to the other two orthogonal axes in 3-dimensional space. Electrodes are connected to four strips along the reference axis as visualized in Fig. 3 (b) , and thus, three mutual capacitors between two adjacent columns can be formed. These capacitors are measured in turn periodically to scan the surroundings. Regarding the sweep detection, the interactions between the object and each capacitor would have the same shape but with certain delays in the moving direction. The parallel motion of an object can be discriminated against its past cluster centers obtained by any of the three mutual capacitors, and the moving direction can be visually recognized by combing the three sets of measurements together.
The third function supported by the same sensor is surface profile recognition. In practical applications, determining the most likely location of an object whose shape is predicted offers more value than just distinguishing different shapes. Three objects with the shape of plate, cylinder, and sphere are investigated at three separate vertical locations, and the final estimation is based on the readings of several distributed proximity sensors from the proposed electrode array. Management of electrode configurations plays an essential role in acquiring shape and distance at the same time. The key point in reconstructing desired obstacles is to distinguish the differences in terms of sensor responses among different circumstances. Electrode field between adjacent rows and adjacent columns can be generated by connecting the electrodes in a way shown in Fig. 3 (b) and (c). So that six individual capacitors are formed and the nearing space can be well meshed along two axes. Based on the surface topography, cylinder tends to have similar capacitive responses to sphere along X-axis. To reduce this obscurity, two more capacitances between corner electrodes as depicted in Fig. 3 (d) are measured. Totally, eight sets of independent capacitances are acquired for the purpose of profile and location recognition.
B. Data Processing
Mutual capacitances representing the sensing signals are measured and quantized by the CDC chipset, and the values have to be fused and processed for desired information. Data processing is further split into raw data processing (pre-processing) stage and high-level processing stage.
The detection range and resolution of capacitive sensors are sensitive to environmental interference and have to be explored and accounted for in order to minimize the uncertainty of the result. Raw data processing is primarily intended to compensate for these non-ideal effects. One common type of interference that is added to the signal is high-frequency noises generated in the environment. Another important aspect of raw data processing is random-walk canceling. A possible cause of the drift is the impact of temperature variations on the capacitance [30] . It is essential to provide a well calibrated and adaptive baseline, which is defined as the capacitance acquired from environment without the presence of an object [22] .
Both high-frequency interference and random-walk should be handled in the raw-data processing stage. A long-term measurement was carried out to monitor the intrinsic capacitance: the sensor was kept working without any approaching object for a whole week. A portion of data that consists of measured capacitance of 8 hours from a typical working day have been captured and plotted in Fig. 4 with blue dots. From which it can be found that the detection signal is drifting at a rather low frequency compared to the moving speed of an object whereas glitches that represent interference are at a much higher frequency. Therefore, a dc notch filter is used to cancel random-walk. Additionally, a low-pass averaging filter with the cut-off frequency 20 Hz that takes various samples in the close neighborhood and calculates an average value will be employed in this work to deal with high-frequency noise issues. The data filters are applied using Matlab and the filtered signals are plotted on the same graph in red [31] . After proper filtering, the drift issue is fully eliminated and the waveform becomes much smoother.
The ultimate goal of the designed sensor is the acquisition of information about a detectable object including its current location, its moving trend, and its shape. Statistical learning that refers to a vast set of tools for understanding data is used for high-level data processing. The information can be further characterized as either quantitative or qualitative. The distance evaluation is quantitative: the results take on numerical values. In contrast, profile recognition, which falls in one of the different shape-position categories, can be treated as a qualitative variable. The problems with a quantitative response are referred to as regression problems, while those involving a qualitative response as classification problems [32] . Different from the above two tasks, as described in operation prototypes section, parallel motion tracking is accomplished by organizing and rearrangement of the data.
Among various regression models, linear regression, which may seem dull compared to modern statistical approaches, is still an effective tool for predicting a quantitative response. Many non-linear methodologies can be treated as generalizations or extensions of linear regression. To obtain the relationship between the measured data and vertical distance, two non-linear regression models are applied and compared: highorder polynomial model and exponential model. Polynomial models are linear models that can be fitted and analyzed using linear methods. An exponential model, too, can be treated as a linear model after a transformation.
When deriving surface profile information from data, a pattern classification algorithm is used. Each of the eight measured mutual capacitances stands for one feature. All of these features are fused into one feature vector (i.e., {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , C 6 , C 7 , C 8 }) for each status class that reflects both profile and location information. Feature vectors are labelled to 9 separate classes based on the distinct shape-position modes that have been investigated: plate with the distance of 5cm, 10cm, and 15cm (P@5, P@10, and P@15); cylinder with the distance of 5cm, 10cm, and 15cm (Cy@5, Cy@10, and Cy@15); and sphere with the distance of 5cm, 10cm, and 15cm (S@5, S@10, and S@15). Part of the feature vectors with their corresponding labeling information is sent to the classifier as training data, and rest of the experimental data acts as testing data for classifier performance evaluation.
As the sensing capacitance values are grouped into eightdimensional vectors for the purpose of profile recognition, a support vector machine (SVM) with a non-linear kernel function is employed. SVM is a classification tool which maps the features into a high-dimensional feature space and constructs a hyperplane to separate binary classes [33] . It has been for instances proven successful for robotic arm control [34] and for patient locomotion-mode identification [35] . In addition to the high-dimensional feature, SVM is chosen because it can classify accurately using nonlinear boundaries when linear boundaries are difficult to define. In this study, LIBSVM [36] which supports "one-against-one" (OAO) multiclass classification and employs N-fold cross-validation is used. The OAO strategy consists in constructing one SVM model for each pair of classes, and thus, m(m-1)/2 SVM models are created to distinguish samples of one class from another for a problem with m classes. Unknown pattern falls into the category with the maximum voting [37] . There is no clear evidence that OAO can achieve higher accuracy compared to alternative multi-class SVM methods, but Hsu and Lin claim in [38] that OAO is more practical due to its quicker training process. N-fold cross-validation procedure eliminates the overfitting issue: training vectors are randomly partitioned into N equal sized subsamples, data of one fold is used as the testing set and the remaining data is used as training data. This process is then repeated N times, with each of the N subsamples are used exactly once as validation data set. The best model is selected by the tool depending on the result.
IV. EVALUATION
In order to investigate the capabilities of the designed sensing system and to observe its behavior properties in real application scenarios, a variety of prototypical experiments are conducted. Fig. 5 shows the experimental setup and the apparatus established in this study: a height-adjustable frame is used to support different vertical positions, parallel movement, and change of shapes. The value d, which respects the vertical distance from the object to the sensor, is controlled by the positioning stage. Objects are held by a rotatable beam so that a parallel motion can be realized. The plate can be replaced by simply attaching alternative objects to the replaceable joint for surface profile classification. The three objects being used are a plate, a ball, and a cylinder. All of them are made of the aluminum. The area of the plate is 16 cm × 13 cm, the diameter of the ball is 6.5 cm, and the radius and the height of the cylinder are 1.5 cm and 10 cm respectively.
A. Evaluation of the Proximity Sensing Capability
The proximity sensing capability is measured with respect to the electrode connection patterns: Type I, II, and III. The plate is used as the approaching object, and its vertical distance d was adjusted in successive steps from 1 cm to 20 cm.
Regression models are created to describe the mathematical relationship between a capacitive value and its corresponding distance. The original experimental samples for Type I, II, and III are plotted with black dots in Fig. 6 (a), (b) , and (c) respectively. Fitted curves obtained by MATLAB curve fitting function are shown by the red lines. It can be figured out that two-term exponential regression models are able to provide high-degree of fittings. Model expressions together with corresponding coefficients and goodness indices (SSE and R-square) are also denoted in the figures. The sum of squared errors of prediction (SSE) measures the total deviation of the response values from fit values. An SSE value closer to 0 indicates the regression model has a smaller random error component and is more useful for prediction. R-square, also called the coefficient of determination, is defined as the square of the correlation between the response values and predicted values. It stands for how successful the fitting model is in terms of explaining the variation of the data, and a value closer to 1 means a greater proportion of variance is accounted for by the model. New experimental data can be inserted into the desired model and the vertical distance can be predicted by calculation.
The measured initial capacitances (at the distance of 1 cm) of Type I, II, and III are 16.607, 10.844, and 6.055 pF. Their absolute capacitive values are quite different. To enable a clear comparison in terms of sensing performances, the experimental data from these types is adjusted to a notionally common scale. This process is known as data normalization. The method is linearly rescaling the range of data from each type to the range in [0,1]. More specifically, given the maximum capacitive value C max and the lower bound C min for one data set, a normalized value is calculated by C N = (C-C min )/(C max -C min ) to keep the values in the [0,1] range [39] . Normalized capacitance as a function of d for all the three types is represented by the colored lines in Fig. 6 (d) . Though with the smallest absolute capacitance, Type III exhibits the longest linear detective range as expected whereas Type I tends to have largest capacitance change in short distance.
In order to provide a quantitative analysis of the sensing accuracy, a principle to determine a system's spatial resolution introduced in [40] is applied. The spatial resolution for a given distance d can be used as an indicator that the sensor is able to detect the defined object at this specified distance with the precision of r s (d) . Type I demonstrated in Fig. 6 (a) outlines an example of obtaining spatial resolution. For each selected Table I . The sensing precision is deteriorating with the increasing distance, as the capacitive changes are becoming small and noises have a greater influence. Type III provides a better performance in terms of resolution at short distances, whereas Type II shows better immunity to noises at long distances.
B. Parallel Motion Tracking
For tracking an object which moves in parallel with the sensor, the aluminum plate was used to simulate the parallel movement. Initially, the horizontal distance (d H ) from the center of the moveable aluminum plate to the left edge of the sensor was 10 cm with a vertical distance (d) 5 cm. Then it moved along the reference axis, which in this case is x-axis, towards until exceeded the right edge of the sensor for 10 cm. For every 1 cm of displacement, the electrode matrix was programmed to scan the three mutual capacitors (C 1 , C 2 , and C 3 ) described in Fig. 3 (b) . The acquired capacitive readings along with the movement sketch are plotted in Fig. 7 with red, blue, and green dots. As can be seen, the presence of an object is detected reliably by employing any one of the three capacitors, and the moving direction can be tracked by combining all the configurations together. 
C. Surface Profile Recognition
The aluminum ball, plate, and cylinder represent the three different surface profiles that are most likely to be encountered during a manufacturing process. For all subjects, capacitive measurements are performed when they are placed at three discrete vertical distances of 5 cm, 10 cm, and 15 cm. Thus, nine independent classes are formed with each class standing for one specified object appears at one certain distance.
In this task, the goal is to reliably distinguish the vertical distance together with the object's shape, whereas the horizontal status of the object is of less priority. A list of horizontal actions is executed by each object at every distance to enrich the dataset for each category. The actions being chosen for each object are appropriate metaphors for potential situations that may bring confusions to the SVM tool. The actions are also designed to make the interpretations of signals intuitively and as reproducible from time to time as possible. As a symmetrical shape, the sphere affects the sensing responds with its different horizontal locations. For every vertical distance, Fig. 8 (a) demonstrates the five relative locations that are investigated with the ball: above the center and the four corners of the sensor. On the contrast, for the plate, the most likely scenario that may cause confusions is tilting. In addition to flat position, four tilting positions are taken into consideration. Fig. 8 (b) denotes the tilting positions about one of the central axes of the plate, and there are two more along the other direction. The in-plane rotations of the cylinder could disturb the classification, so a series of rotating positions with the interval of 45°as shown in Fig. 8 (c) has been studied. Thus, the class with the shape of the sphere or the plate contains five independent data sets, whereas the class with the shape of the cylinder is made up of four datasets.
Every data is collected by performing the capacitive measurements when maintaining the subject in the desired position. Eight mutual capacitors discussed in Fig. 3 (b) , (c), and (d) are measured in turns resulting in one eight-dimensional feature vector (i.e., {C 1 , C 2 , C 3 , C 4 , C 5 , C 6 , C 7 , C 8 }). Repeat this process for 100 times for collecting data sets with the ball and the plate, while for 125 times for collecting cylinder data sets. As a result, 500 feature vectors are generated for each class.
All the data inputs that contain 4500 feature vectors are labeled to 9 classes, and they are fed to LIBSVM package for model training. LIBSVM supports for multiclass classification as well as estimating class-conditional probabilities for any Fig. 9 . Impact on classification accuracy of SVM parameters: cost parameter (β) and gamma (γ ).
given feature vector. In this study, 5-fold cross-validation was employed for the training of the classifier to eliminate the overfitting issue and achieve a good compromise for biasvariance tradeoff [32] . Another series of measured data that contains 900 feature vectors with 100 from each class is acting as testing data. SVM classification accuracy, which is defined as the percentage of correctly recognized testing data out of total data, is a function of algorithm parameters β and γ . Cost parameter (β) determines various different tradeoffs between computational cost and accuracy, and gamma (γ ) defines how far the influence of a single training sample reaches. It is not known beforehand which β and γ could lead to the best testing result for any given problem, so a series of different parameters have been tested in this study. The impact of cost parameter and gamma on overall recognition accuracy is shown in Fig. 9 . It can be observed that the overall testing accuracy is ranging from 74.67% to 90.33%, and it tends to be stable and relatively high with moderate β and γ . As larger values of β tend to consume more computational resources, the combination of β = 200 and γ = 4 was chosen for this work.
For a more comprehensive investigation of the performance of the classifier, 9 new data points, each belonging to one of the 9 classes, are provided for classification. The estimated probabilities are summarized in TABLE II, and the time consumed for one single classification is less than 0.1 ms. In most cases, surface profile together with distance information can be recognized with high confidence (more than 95% probability). However, though classifying to the correct category, the boundaries among plate at 5 cm, cylinder at 5 cm and sphere at 10 cm are ambiguous to some extent.
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, the feasibility of a tri-mode capacitive proximity sensor for the application of industrial human-robot interaction safety has been demonstrated. The core sensor consists of a 4 × 4 electrode matrix which can be configured to form multiple mutual capacitors, and approaching objects can be detected by the generated shunt electric field. The three functionalities that can be achieved by the same sensing platform include vertical distance evaluation, parallel motion tracking, and surface profile recognition.
The capabilities of the proposed sensing system have been evaluated through a series of experiments, and statistical regression methods and SVM machine learning algorithm are involved to process the experimental data. Performance of different electrode connection patterns is characterized for proximity measurement. An object up to 18 cm away from the sensor can be detected with a resolution of 3 cm. The surface profile together with the vertical distance can be recognized with high accuracy (95%) under a reasonable computational time (0.1s) by using LIBSVM package. The next step in this work will be cascading SVM method to obtain finer classification results.
